Phase-Segregation-Induced Self-Assembly of Anisotropic MFI Microbuilding Blocks into Compact and Highly $b$-Oriented Monolayers
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ABSTRACT: A compact and highly $b$-oriented MFI monolayer was fabricated with a novel phase-segregation-induced self-assembly method. When MFI microcrystals were dispersed uniformly in an appropriate dispersant (sec-butanol) containing a trace amount of binding agent (linoleic acid), these microbuilding blocks were spontaneously self-assembled into a compact monolayer at an air−liquid interface. In particular, it was observed that the binding agent took effect only after being phase-segregated from the aqueous solution. The influence of the kind of dispersants and binding agents on the final morphology of the as-prepared MFI monolayers was discussed. On the basis of these results, a mechanism was proposed to elucidate the driving force for the compact and oriented assembly of these MFI building blocks at the air−water interface.

1. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of nanoparticles (NPs) into ordered two-dimensional (2D) layers has attracted great research interest because of its emerging application in advanced optical, electronic, magnetic, and sensing devices.1 During the last few decades, a variety of approaches, such as drying-mediated assembly,2 template-assisted assembly,3 and lithography,4 have been developed for the 2D organization of NPs at the surface and interface. Some extensive reviews have been published summarizing the new advances in this field.5,6 The 2D assembly of micrometer-sized building blocks, however, is still not explored to a large extent, although the ability to organize them will make materials chemistry flourish.7

Zeolite particles are ideal model microbuilding blocks for 2D assembly because of not only their ease in fabrication but also their inherent highly regular sub-nanometer-sized pore architectures, which may bring new features when being assembled into ordered 2D layers. In the recent years, great progress has been made in fabricating highly regular zeolite layers (unique orientation and high monolayer coverage) and their promising applications as high-performance molecular sieve membranes,8−15 anisotropic photoluminescence generators,16 light-harvesting systems,17 optical devices,18−20 selective sensors21−23 etc. have also been extensively explored.

Initiating from the 1990s, many approaches have been developed in an attempt to organize well-faceted zeolite particles (such as anisotropic MFI microcrystals) into highly oriented layers. By employing in situ growth, Yan et al. organized regular MFI nanocrystals grown from the precursor solution into a highly $b$-oriented MFI monolayer on a smooth stainless-steel plate.24 The key point to the successful orientation manipulation relies on the fine tuning of the synthetic composition and warranting smooth surface morphology of the substrate. Tsapatsis et al. developed a convective assembly method to organize hexagonal ZSM-2 nanocrystals on a glass substrate.25 Both out-of-plane and in-plane preferred orientations of these particles could be obtained in local areas, and interesting micrometer-sized regularly alternating stripes composed of particle deposits were also formed. The Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) approach is one of the most useful methods for the fabrication of monomolecular layers, and Doyle et al. recently reported that a homogeneous monolayer of nanosized silicalite-1 could be deposited on a silicon substrate using this technique.26 This method was also tried in an attempt to organize micrometer-sized anisotropic MFI zeolite assemblies; however, the sedimentation of zeolite microcrystals during the transfer process could not be completely prevented, and both the continuity and degree of orientation of the films obtained were unsatisfactory.27 Zhang et al. successfully fabricated $b$-oriented MFI monolayers on a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-modified α-Al₂O₃ substrate. A high degree of coverage (DOC) could be obtained with both sonication-assisted and manual assembly methods.28 Yoon et al. developed a versatile method for depositing oriented zeolite monolayers by assembling zeolite microcrystals using organic
linkers. A wide variety of well-known chemical principles, such as covalent linkage, ionic bonding, and hydrogen bonding, could be exploited in this method. Moreover, on the basis of this viable seed-deposition method, a defect-free and highly b-oriented MFI membrane was successfully fabricated in Tsapatsis’s group and exhibited excellent molecular-sieving properties in the separation of p-/o-xylene vapors.

To summarize, the past few decades had witnessed great progress in fabricating highly oriented zeolite layers. However, a more facile and convenient method was still urgently required. With a MFI-type zeolite as model building blocks, recently, we invented an interface-aided method for the fabrication of highly b-oriented MFI monolayers on various substrates. Briefly, the substrate was precoated with a water layer, on which zeolite suspension (MFI microcrystals evenly dispersed in sec-butanol) was subsequently injected. Consequently, the MFI building blocks spontaneously self-assembled into a b-oriented monolayer at the air—water interface. With controlled evaporation of the liquid layer, the MFI monolayer was finally deposited onto the substrate. Here, in this work, we further improved the compactness of the MFI monolayer by introducing a trace amount of linoleic acid in the MFI-containing sec-butanol suspension before the injection, which was very beneficial for various practical applications (this work had been very briefly introduced in our previous work). Moreover, we also explored the influence of various preparative factors on the final microstructures of as-prepared MFI monolayers in more detail and put forward a phase-segregation-induced self-assembly mechanism to elucidate the exact formation process of this high-quality MFI monolayer.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Synthesis of MFI Microcrystals. MFI (silicalite-1) microcrystals were synthesized according to a well-documented procedure, but with slight modification. For a typical synthesis, 7.626 g of tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) (20 wt %, Aldrich) and 7.5 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) (98%, Kermal) were mixed with 60 g of deionized (DDI) water. The mixture was further aged at room temperature for 24 h, then transferred to a Teflon-lined vessel, and placed in an oil bath with stirring. The temperature was maintained at 130 °C for 12 h, and the vessel was then removed from the oil bath and cooled to room temperature. The products were centrifuged at 6000 revolutions/min, washed 3 times with DDI water, and air-dried at 50 °C in an oven overnight.

2.2. Substrate Pretreatment. Before the deposition of MFI microbuilding blocks, a glass substrate (2 × 2 cm) was washed with DDI water, immersed in piranha solution (H2SO4/H2O2 = 2:1, v/v), and hydrothermally treated at 90 °C for 1 h to remove organic impurities. After that, it was washed with copious DDI water and stored in pure ethanol. Before use, it was dried with a hair drier.

2.3. b-Oriented Deposition of the MFI Layer. For the preparation of an alcohol-modified zeolite suspension, 0.02 g of MFI microcrystals were added to 5 mL of selected dispersant containing a trace amount of pre-added binding agent. Typically, 0.02 g of MFI microcrystals was mixed with 5 mL of sec-butanol (dispersant) and 1 μL of linoleic acid (binding agent). By calculation, the number concentration of MFI particles in the suspension was 2.2 × 106/mL. After vigorous stirring in a cone-shaped bottle at room temperature for more than 6 days, they were ready to be directly used in the subsequent experiment. For convenience, the addition amount of binding agent to the MFI suspension was defined as Vb, and Vb = 1 μL if not specified otherwise.

The self-assembly process was conducted at 25 °C and 60% relative humidity (RH). Initially, a precleaned glass plate (2 × 2 cm) was placed onto a horizontal plane. The substrate was then precoated with a water layer (0.8 mL), on which zeolite suspension was subsequently injected using an automatic injector (TJ-1A, Baoding Longer Precision Pump Co., Ltd.) at the speed of 2 μL min−1 until a continuous MFI monolayer was formed at the air—water interface. With controlled evaporation of the liquid layer, the as-prepared MFI layer was finally anchored to the substrate. In theory, 100 μL of alcohol suspension was required to achieve a full coverage of MFI microbuilding blocks on the substrate. However, the actual volume of suspension injected to the water layer was different under various conditions. Here, we define V as the volume of suspension that was injected to the water layer.

2.4. X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and Attenuated Total Reflectance Infrared (ATR-IR) Spectroscopy Characterizations. Morphologies of the MFI seed monolayer and/or films were observed by SEM (Quanta 200 FEG, FEI Co., 30 kV). XRD patterns were recorded on Rigaku D/MAX 2500/PC instrument using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm at 40 kV and 200 mA). The ATR-IR spectra of MFI microcrystals and/or monolayers were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 ATR-IR spectrometer. The 64 scans were collected at a resolution of 4 cm−1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Selection of an Appropriate Dispersant. In a recent work, Doyle et al. prepared spin-coated silicate-1 monolayers
with different alcohol dispersants, and their diverse morphologies were also attributed to the different hydrophobicity of the alcohol-decorated silicalite-1 crystals.34 By analogy, here, we deduced that the hydrophobicity of alcohols might be an important factor influencing the final microstructures of the as-prepared MFI monolayer and should be explored further. Many experimental results also revealed that the hydrophobicity of silica materials could be increased to different extents by surface modification of alcohols with different chain length and molecular structure.35,36 Without the addition of any binding agents, here, various alcohols with different molecular structure and, thus, possessing different hydrophobicity, including methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, iso-propanol, tert-butanol, sec-butanol, iso-butanol, and n-butanol, were used as dispersants to investigate their roles in the self-assembly process. The as-prepared zeolite monolayers were then subjected to SEM and XRD characterization (Figures 1 and 2). To make a preliminary comparison of the degree of preferred b orientation of as-prepared MFI layers, the number of flat lying and standing MFI microbuilding blocks was also determined by the image analysis method (shown in insets of Figure 1). With methanol or ethanol as dispersants, the MFI monolayers exhibited similar morphology. Some of the MFI particles tended to co-align along their b axis and form stack assemblies, whereas others were individually arranged with their b axis perpendicular to the substrate (panels A and B of Figure 1). Stacks of the MFI microcrystals along their b axis were also observed when n-propanol or iso-propanol were chosen as dispersants (panels C and D of Figure 1); however, more of the particles tended to orient with their b axis perpendicular to the substrate, and the crystal stacking was not as serious as for the methanol or ethanol dispersant. For tert-butanol, sec-butanol, or iso-butanol, nearly all of the zeolite particles were anchored to the substrate with their b axis perpendicular to the substrate (panels E–G of Figure 1). The only discrepancy was that MFI microbuilding blocks were more densely packed for sec-butanol dispersant, and there was more open space for tert-butanol and iso-butanol. n-Butanol also induced the formation of highly b-oriented zeolite monolayers in local areas, similar to sec-butanol (Figure 1H); however, there were also large bare areas not covered by zeolite particles, and a few MFI microcrystals were stacked with no preferential orientation in some areas on the substrate (see SI-1 in the Supporting Information).

The SEM and XRD results confirmed that MFI particles mainly showed preferential a and b orientations on the substrate. As a measure of the degree of preferential b orientation over a orientation of the zeolite monolayers, we define $I_\theta = I_{[0 \ 10 \ 0]} / I_{[10 \ 0 \ 0]}$, where $I_{[0 \ 10 \ 0]}$ and $I_{[10 \ 0 \ 0]}$ are the peak heights of the [0 10 0] (2θ = 45.7°) and [10 0 0] (2θ = 45.3°) peaks for MFI monolayers, respectively. The larger the $I_\theta$ value, the greater the preferential b orientation of the zeolite monolayers. By calculation, we find that $I_\theta$ generally increases in the order: methanol $\approx$ ethanol $< n$-propanol $\approx$ iso-propanol $< tert$-butanol $\approx$ iso-butanol $< sec$-butanol. Thus, sec-butanol-modified zeolite microcrystals exhibited the highest degree of b orientation, which would be selected as the standard dispersant in the following experiments. Furthermore, the DOC (defined as the percentage of the attached area of MFI crystals in the monolayer with respect to the area of total substrate) of MFI microcrystals on the substrate reached 86.8% with dispersant sec-butanol.

To quantitatively define the degree of hydrophobicity of dispersants used here, we use the hydrophobic parameter log $P$ [$log \ P = log(C_{n-\text{octanol}}/C_{\text{water}})$, where $C_{n-\text{octanol}}/C_{\text{water}}$ denotes the equilibrium ratio of a chemical in n-octanol and water; the values for different dispersants can be found elsewhere37]. The log $P$ value for different dispersants increased in the order methanol < ethanol < iso-propanol < n-propanol < tert-butanol < sec-butanol < iso-butanol. Here, we verify the relationship between $I_\theta$ values of zeolite monolayers and log $P$ values of related dispersant by plotting the $I_{\theta}^{-log \ P}$ curve, and the results are shown in Figure 3. We find that, generally speaking, the $I_{\theta}$ values have positive correlation with the log $P$ values of the used dispersants and the number of carbon atoms in alcohol molecules. However, further investigation was needed to give a satisfactory interpretation of these experimental results.
anisotropic MFI building blocks tended to arrange with their Gibbs free energy at the air-water interface out of geometric and gravity effects. However, to minimize unfavorable interactions with the hydrophilic water layer, these alcohol-modified hydrophobic MFI microbuilding blocks would choose to attach to the air-water interface with their small facet and stack together with their large facets, thus forming chain-like structures along the b axis, as was shown in panels A and B of Figure 1 (methanol and ethanol as dispersants). Nevertheless, with increasing the number of carbon atoms in dispersant molecules (3 and/or 4 carbon atoms, shown in panels C−H of Figure 1), b-oriented stacking of these microcrystals became substantially alleviated; correspondingly, more of them tended to attach to the water layer with their largest facets. This experimental observation can be interpreted considering the steric hindrance effect of the alkyl groups. Similarly, alkyl-chain groups are often anchored onto the crystal surface to prevent nanoparticle agglomeration for the synthesis of nanocrystals. The existence of the repulsive interaction between silanized micrometer-sized glass spheres was also confirmed during their self-assembly process by the LB technique. Therefore, we deduced that, with the increment of the number of carbon atoms and the hydrophobicity (log P) of alcohol molecules, the steric hindrance effect between alcohol-modified MFI microcrystals was also strengthened, which in turn had severely hampered the b-oriented stacking of MFI microbuilding blocks. Therefore, the b-oriented arrangement of MFI microcrystals gradually became dominant. However, further probing into this system was still necessary to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of this b-oriented self-assembly process.

3.2. Elucidation of the Mechanism for the Influence of Dispersant on Final Morphology. Surface modification with alcohol molecules can make MFI microcrystals more hydrophobic and ensure that they all float at the air-water interface and spontaneously self-assemble into a monolayer (see SI-2 in the Supporting Information). Nevertheless, our experimental results showed that the quality, including the degree of coverage and orientation of assembled zeolite monolayers, is strongly related to the kind of alcohols used as dispersants (Figures 1 and 2). In theory, the morphological diversity of MFI layers was driven by their natural tendency to minimize the Gibbs free energy at the air-liquid interface. Originally, these anisotropic MFI building blocks tended to arrange with their b axis perpendicular to the air-water interface out of geometric and gravity effects. However, to minimize unfavorable interactions with the hydrophilic water layer, these alcohol-modified hydrophobic MFI microbuilding blocks would choose to attach to the air-water interface with their small facet and stack together with their large facets, thus forming chain-like structures along the b axis, as was shown in panels A and B of Figure 1 (methanol and ethanol as dispersants). Nevertheless, with increasing the number of carbon atoms in dispersant molecules (3 and/or 4 carbon atoms, shown in panels C−H of Figure 1), b-oriented stacking of these microcrystals became substantially alleviated; correspondingly, more of them tended to attach to the water layer with their largest facets. This experimental observation can be interpreted considering the steric hindrance effect of the alkyl groups. Similarly, alkyl-chain groups are often anchored onto the crystal surface to prevent nanoparticle agglomeration for the synthesis of nanocrystals. The existence of the repulsive interaction between silanized micrometer-sized glass spheres was also confirmed during their self-assembly process by the LB technique. Therefore, we deduced that, with the increment of the number of carbon atoms and the hydrophobicity (log P) of alcohol molecules, the steric hindrance effect between alcohol-modified MFI microcrystals was also strengthened, which in turn had severely hampered the b-oriented stacking of MFI microbuilding blocks. Therefore, the b-oriented arrangement of MFI microcrystals gradually became dominant. However, further probing into this system was still necessary to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of this b-oriented self-assembly process.

3.3. Formation of More Compact MFI Monolayers. In most cases, the fabrication of zeolite monolayers, which are not only highly oriented but also very compact, is more favorable for practical applications. By analogy with the spontaneous self-assembly of surfactant-coated nanoparticles because of noncovalent interactions between long-chain alkyl groups anchored to the crystal surface, here, with sec-butanol as a standard dispersant, we further added a trace amount of linoleic acid to the MFI-containing suspension and expected that serve as a "binding agent" to facilitate the formation of a more compact MFI monolayer.

Following the same manufacturing procedure as shown above, the as-prepared MFI layer was subject to SEM characterization. Interestingly, it was shown that a very compact and uniform MFI monolayer was indeed formed (in comparison to Figure 1F), with each microcrystal anchored to the glass substrate with the largest facet (Figure 4A). In comparison to the one obtained without the addition of organic additives, the DOC of the substrate surface with MFI crystals has increased to 93.9%. XRD characterization (Figure 4B) further confirmed the strong b orientation, and the [0 k 0] diffraction peaks were dominant in the whole pattern.

3.4. Elucidation of the Mechanism of the Compacting Effect. As shown above, MFI building blocks were in contact with each other more closely when a trace amount of linoleic acid was added into the MFI-containing suspension. To elucidate the compact mechanism, the as-prepared MFI monolayer was further calcined and a detailed comparison between the sample before and after calcination was made. As shown in Figure 5A, for the uncalkined sample, void spaces between MFI building blocks were filled with unknown substances. After calcination, however, the filler that originally existed in the gaps of neighboring MFI microcrystals had completely disappeared (Figure 5B). Taking consideration of the fact that only MFI microcrystals, sec-butanol, linoleic acid, and water were present in the system and only linoleic acid can exist in the solid state at experimental conditions (25 °C) while decomposing when subjected to calcination, we deduced that the unidentified substances were linoleic acid.
Figure 6A showed the ATR−IR spectra of the as-prepared MFI monolayer. To facilitate the identification of functional groups on the outer surface of the MFI monolayer, the ATR−IR spectra of MFI microbuilding blocks obtained by the direct drying of linoleic-acid-containing sec-butanol suspension of MFI microcrystals were also recorded (Figure 6B). As observed in Figure 6, the appearance of stretching vibrations of O−H (3200−3400 cm<sup>−1</sup>) groups, C=H (−CH, 2958, 2925, and 2854 cm<sup>−1</sup>; =CH, 3093 cm<sup>−1</sup>) groups, and C=O (1714 cm<sup>−1</sup>) groups clearly proved that linoleic acid molecules were still adsorbed on the outer surface of MFI monolayers even after the oriented deposition. In comparison to the ATR−IR spectra of pure linoleic acid and MFI monolayer prepared without the addition of binding agent (see SI-3 in the Supporting Information), we came to the conclusion that the unidentified substance adhering at the vicinity of MFI microbuilding blocks (Figure 6A) was linoleic acid.

On the basis of the above results, we put forward a phase-segregation-induced compacting mechanism to account for the assembly process. In this MFI-containing alcohol suspension, each component (MFI building blocks, sec-butanol, and linoleic acid) cherished different solubility in water. After being injected onto the water layer, MFI microcrystals were immediately separated from the aqueous suspension and floated at the air−water interface because of their hydrophobicity discrepancy. Meanwhile, with the unceasing dissolution of the sec-butanol component (solubility = 12.5 g/100 g of H<sub>2</sub>O) in water, linoleic acid (solubility = insoluble) was also segregated from water and formed the third phase. Moreover, through hydrogen-bonding interactions, linoleic acid molecules were spontaneously migrated and adhered to the outer surface of MFI microcrystals. Finally, because of the strong inherent cohesive forces originated from noncovalent interactions between long-chain alkyl groups of linoleic acid molecules absorbed on the crystal surface, MFI building blocks were induced to spontaneously contact with each other more closely and firmly. This process was schematically illustrated in Figure 7 in detail.

The successful phase separation of the binding agent from the aqueous solution relies on its extremely low insolubility in water, which is the key step for the compact assembly of MFI microbuilding blocks. To further confirm the existence of phase separation during self-assembly, here, a series of carboxylic-acid-type surfactants with different alkyl tail chain lengths (alkyl chain of 3−24 carbons) and, thus, different solubility in water were used as binding agents. As shown in Figure 8, with acrylic acid (3 carbons; solubility = unlimited) and/or trans-3-hexenoic acid (6 carbons; solubility = slightly soluble) as binding agents (panels A and B of Figure 8), even though the V<sub>b</sub> value had reached 100 μL, the as-prepared MFI monolayers were still not compact enough (the DOC reached 87.8 and 85.7%, respectively), implying that surfactant molecules with short alkyl chain length were not suitable to be used as binding agents. However, once the chain length increased to 12 carbons (cis-5-dedocenic acid; solubility = insoluble), the binding agent began to work. As shown in Figure 8C, a compact and β-oriented MFI monolayer formed when cis-5-dedocenic acid was added to the suspension (V<sub>b</sub> = 3 μL), with the DOC of 94.7%. However, there still existed some bare areas that MFI building blocks did not cover (see SI-4 in the Supporting Information). Similar microstructures were also observed when arachidonic acid (24 carbons) was used (V<sub>b</sub> = 1 μL) as the binding agent (Figure 8D), with the DOC of 95.5%.

The morphological diversity of the as-prepared MFI monolayers can be rationally interpreted by taking into consideration the solubility discrepancy of these binding agents used in the experiment. If the alkyl chain was not long enough (less than 12 carbons), such as acrylic acid or trans-3-hexenoic acid, these molecules would be more prone to dissolve into the water layer because of their considerable solubility in water. Accordingly, a few of them may remain absorbed on the surface of MFI microcrystals. As a result, the cohesive forces between MFI building blocks originating from the noncovalent interactions...
between long-chain alkyl groups were weak, and the compact arrangement of the MFI blocks at the air—liquid interface became unavailable. In contrast, once the alkyl tail chain of surfactant molecules became long enough (more than 12 carbons), phase separation took place because of its extremely low solubility in water and then the compacting effect took effect. The morphological evolution of the as-prepared MFI monolayers with the increase of the alkyl tail chain length of surfactant molecules vividly proved the key role of phase separation of the layers with the increase of the alkyl tail chain length of surfactant molecules.

When the addition amount of binding agent reached 2 μL (Vb = 2 μL), MFI microcrystals could only be deposited on the water layer. The sec-butanol component mainly facilitated the b-oriented deposition of MFI microcrystals onto the water layer, while linoleic acid served as an efficient binding agent, rendering MFI microcrystals contact with each other more closely. A phase-segregation-induced self-assembly mechanism was proposed to illuminate the exact formation process of the high-quality MFI layer. Because of its solubility discrepancy in water, sec-butanol tended to dissolve in the water layer and, simultaneously, linoleic acid was separated from the dispersant and adhered onto the surface of MFI microbuild blocks, which would greatly facilitate their compact arrangement, relying on the noncovalent interactions between long-chain alkyl groups. In future work, we will strive to further optimize the experimental conditions and seek out more suitable dispersant and binding agents to fabricate the MFI monolayer with more perfect and versatile microstructures.

4. CONCLUSION

To summarize, here, we developed a new approach to fabricate high-quality MFI monolayers. By trial and error, it was found that, by dispersing MFI microcrystals into appropriate dispersant (sec-butanol) and binding agent (linoleic acid), these microbuilding blocks were spontaneously self-assembled into a compact and highly b-oriented monolayer by being injected onto a water layer. The sec-butanol component mainly facilitated the b-oriented deposition of MFI microcrystals onto the water layer, while linoleic acid served as an efficient binding agent, rendering MFI microcrystals contact with each other more closely. A phase-segregation-induced self-assembly mechanism was proposed to illuminate the exact formation process of the high-quality MFI layer. Because of its solubility discrepancy in water, sec-butanol tended to dissolve in the water layer and, simultaneously, linoleic acid was separated from the dispersant and adhered onto the surface of MFI microbuild blocks, which would greatly facilitate their compact arrangement, relying on the noncovalent interactions between long-chain alkyl groups. In future work, we will strive to further optimize the experimental conditions and seek out more suitable dispersant and binding agents to fabricate the MFI monolayer with more perfect and versatile microstructures.
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